Epithelial cell shape change of Drosophila as a biomonitoring model for the dose assessment of environmental radiation.
Inevitable exposure to ionizing radiation from natural and human-made sources has been increasing over time. After nuclear disasters, such as the Fukushima accident, the public concerns on health risk of radiation exposure because of radioactive contamination of the environment have increased. However, it is very difficult to assess the biological effects of exposure caused by environmental radiation. A reliable and rapid bioassay to monitor the physiological effects of radiation exposure is therefore needed. Here, we quantitatively analyzed the changes in cell shape in Drosophila epidermis after irradiation as a model for biomonitoring of radiation. Interestingly, the number of irregularly shaped epithelial cells was increased by irradiation in a dose-dependent manner. A dose-response curve constructed with the obtained data suggests that the measurement of the number of irregular shaped cell in the epidermis is useful for the assessment of radiation dose. In addition, a comparison of the variation in the different samples and the data scored by different observers showed that our evaluation for cellular morphology was highly reliable and accurate and would, therefore, have immense practical application. Overall, our study suggests that detection of morphological changes in the epithelial cells is one of the efficient ways to quantify the levels of exposure to radioactive radiation from the environment.